
October 2018 

Welcome back to term 4! 

English                                      

Reading, writing, speaking and questioning!  Grade 2’s are doing so much work in English.  

Do you know the meaning of an abstract noun? See if your child can remember and explain it 

to you. HINT: you can’t see it, hear it, smell it or touch it. 

Report writing has been fun as we practise writing with facts. See some of the outstanding 

weather reports below: 

 

     

 

 

 



Maths                                     

Do you know how to slide, flip and turn a shape?                     

What about knowing how many sides a hexagon or pentagon has?  

Grade 2’s know!  

      

 

Do you know how to make the biggest number you can out of 1, 6, 5, 4 and 3? 

Perhaps you wanted to add 65 + 22.  

Grade 2’s can solve it using their place value knowledge! 

         

What about counting by 2’s, 3’s, 5’s, and 10’s. Would you know what number came next 18, 21, 

24,  ? 

We have been so busy learning new things and getting better at old things.  
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Integrated – The past in the present! 

 
We are studying history this term. The students can’t believe that teachers used to be able 

to give a child the strap and were horrified to hear that our sewerage systems weren’t always 

as easy as they are now. The Victorian Curriculum states that we need to identify examples of 

continuity and change in family life and in the local area by comparing the past and present. 

Please encourage discussion about this at home and if you have anything from the ‘olden’ days 

that would interesting for the students to see, please bring them in for show and share.  

The students have recorded their own seven or eight year history on a time line and we have 

learned many new things about each other. Some of us were born in the same hospital, others 

came from different states and some of us were even born overseas.  

We are visiting Mc Crae homestead in November to see both the European and Aboriginal way 

of life in the 1800’s. I know the teachers are really looking forward to this excursion. This is 

a new initiative by The National Trust and we are the very first school group to test their new 

program.  

 

Other things… 

Hopefully your child has told you that we are sorting our snack and lunch rubbish into 

compostable, chook scraps and recyclable plastics. It is amazing to see what we can re-use 

instead of throwing it into the main bin. Our classroom rubbish has reduced drastically! 

Well done to all our Grade 2 Waste Warriors! 

The festival was a huge success. Grade 2A wrote a report about the night. 



 

 

We hope you enjoyed our festival and reading about what is happening in Grade 2!  

Regards 

Grade 2 Teachers – Meg, Bec, Kate and Jess 


